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Summary

b
Normally linear components such as coaxial cable connectors in radio frequency

J systems actually are very slightly nonlinear. Sensitive systems can detect

spurious signals produced by these nonlinearities and their operation can be

impaired by them. This report offers some theoretical explanation of this

phenomena as well as some practical methods of minimizing the nonlinear effects.

Two of the most predominant causes of nonlinear effects are electron tunneling

through thin oxide layers separa.-ing the metallic conductors at conductor junctions

and the semiconductor action created at a metal-oxide-metal interface. Basically

che thickness of- the oxide layer will determine whether tunnneling or semiconductor

action takes place. Contingent on fabrication processing, another potential

b i source of nonlinear operation can be microdischarge between microcracks in

metallic structures.

It has been determined that the important parameter in the generation of these

low level spurious signals is tke rurrent density at conductor junctions.

Therefore, the techniques for minimizing nonlinear effects, are in general,

" T concerned with reducing current densities, reducing the number of junctions and

improving the quality of the remaining junctiens. A general step by step design

method for minimizing system nonlinearities and resultant harmonic generation

* is presented in the following report.
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1. Introduction

This study was undertaken to identify sources of nonlinear generation in the

METRRA equipment, to indicate possible ways to alleviate the problems caused

by nonlinearities, to suggest methods for producing the parts identified as most

responsible for harmonic generation such that they will operate in a linear manner,

to generate a set of rules for producibility of linear components and to apply

these rules for the spe.cific case of the METRRA equipment.

To be able to accomplish this task, it was necessary to use the results of

past theoretical and experimental efforts at Aeronutronic-Ford WDL division

done within the frame of other programs and continuing at present. Stable

test facilities with the ability to test 1I3 levels 210dB below the carriers

and a source of information have been accured. However, with all the valuable

facts learned thus far, it must be remembered that the science of nonlinear

[product generation in passive components is still very new and there are still

many unanswered questions. Every new study attempting to answer existing questions

i [ besides finding some atswers, opens new areas to be explored and additional

questions. For example, the data available at Aeronutronic-Ford WDL was taken

on waveguide structures at X-Band. The METRRA utilized coaxial structures at

lower frequencies. This generated the need for translating data from waveguide

to coax and from one frequency to another. Similarly, the relation between two

types of third order nonlinearities, third harmonic, and third order IM products

had to be e<.ablished. The rui. for translation of the data for different power

" levels was derrived previously. Thus the first steps in this study was theoretical

• and dealt with rules of data translation.

With the help of these rules and with some knowledge of the !ETRRA transceiver,

the harmonic level was estimated quantitatively fo- the different system compon-

ents. A list of all potential nonlinear sources was generated. Two particularly

critical areas were identified; one in the transmitter output including antenna,

balun and ilter. The single component ruost responsible for the nonlinear

generation was estf.;ated to be the transmit filter so this component received

considerably more attention than the others.
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Next, the activity moved from identification and analysis to practical techniques

for curing the problem. One "clean up" transmit filter was produced at WDL.

Designed for linear operation, it was to prove 'he methods for reducing the

7 nonlinearities and at the same time help establish a quiet test bed, which

could then be used to test other components and gain new information needed for

design of IM free components. Reports from Ft. Belvoir confirmed that this

-- filter played an important role in better understanding and in establishing a

quiet test bed.

With this problem solved it becomes possible to use the METRRA unit as a test.

setup for testing some producibility concepts and in this way to provide much

) needed information for the manufacturing of better components for eventual field

equipment. Several test !ixtures have been supplied by WDL. Some of these

fixtures are to verify theoretical prediction of the effects of current density

while others should provide some insight into linear methods of joining two

coaxial cables. At the time of writing this report the test data is not

available.

As mentioned before, other components contribute to nonlinear generation too.

After quieting of the vrrnsmit side with sufficient linear filtering, it was

found that the receiver filter was the next most nonlinear component. It also

> ! became apparent that if the antenna isolation is not sufficient the receiver

-. filter will be hit with considerable power and this will cause IM generation.

I In essence, either the antenna has to provide good isolation or the receiver

filter will have to iDe of special linear design.

General guidelines for producibility of the METRRA equipment were then made.

Specific methods and means of alleviating the problems caused by the nonlinearities

were the subject of the producibility design. Part of this effort was spent in

resolving the most immediate problems. These solutions can help for the conditions

_of the lab but may have deteriorated performance in service in the field. A

longer term solution is that of "ruggedized design" which entails the combintng

jof individual components and in effect imposes the condition of linearity ahead

of thc other specifications. These ideas, it is realized, will be possible to use
Tonly in future designs, but it is believed they will present the ultimate of what

is known in this field.



2. Physical Mechanisms of Nonlinearities

Nonlinearities in normally linear components can be caused by several differ;,..

mechanisms. These mechanisms are Delieved to include nonlinear semiconductor

effects, tunneling at metal to metal junctions, gaseous conduction phenomena,

and water vapor absorptiLn.

Semiconductor effects and tunneling contact junctions are discrete sources of

nonlinearities. Contact generation is strongly dependent on the contact

geometry, pressure, and physical condition.

Other effects can be classified as distributed. These effects include gaseous

~' j breakdown which can occur at small gaps in the RP conductor such as occur at

an insufficiently tightened connector. Some of the distributed effects to be

discussed, such as the analogous Luxerabourg effect, are primarily applicable

to waveguide or other RF conductors subjecting air or other gases to high elec-

tric fields.

F 2.1 Contact Effects

.I , Microscopically all surfaces are highly irregalar. In addition, most metallic

" : isurfaces have an oxide layer several angstroms thick on their surfaces. When

4contact is made between surfaces, rupture spots through the oxide coating are

formed, work hardetting and cold welding of the metals occur at some spots,

very thin oxiie layers separate the metals at some spots, and thick oxide or

void regions are formed in other spots. The actual, impedance at the contact is

- then determined by two factors: the current conduction through the finite

number of discrete contact spots, and the displacement current through the

oxide and void regions.

2.2 Oxidation Processes

On an initially unoxidized metallic surface the process of oxidation occurs

when oxygen molecules strike the surface at random times and in. random places.

Those molecules with higher energies or which impinge on a higher energy area

of the crystal dissociate and form islands of oxide a few angstroms thick.

The rest of the impinging molecules rebound elastically froa the surface. A

I classical model in which the gas molecules are trcaced as rigid spheres striking

a rigid surface gives good agreement w.ith test data. Increasing the partial

8



pressure of the oxygen or the temerature of the gas increases the frequency of

collision with the surface. Increasing the temperature of the surface increases

the proportion of striking molecules which are absorbed and the surface diffusion

rate of oxide particles. Oxide islands which form on the surface are initially

discontinuous but form continuous layers first by diffusing to higher energy

Lsites and then rediffusing from there. Oxide thickness will be nonuniform

because the higher energy sites will forr. oxide at a higher rate since mare of

I the oxygen molecules which hit these areas will dissociate. At some oxide

thickness, temperature, and partial pressure of oxygen, there will be

an equilibrium between desorption and absorption of oxygen at the surface and

diffusion of the metal into the oxide and oxygen into the metal. When this

occurs, the oxide thickness at the lower energy areas will tend to equalize with

those of the more mature high energy areas. Over long periods of ti.me and for

relatively thick oxide layers the difference in oxidz thickness between high

L. and low energy areas will diminish. Growth will continue at a ach reduced

rate as long as there is a source of oxygen.

To simplify the picture of oxidation, consider a clean, oxide tree single metallic

crystal which is exposed to an oxidizing environment. If tne crystal is perfect, the

formation of oxide will be random on the surface and will tend to be greatest

r at the edges where the energy is higher. A fully oxidized single crystal will

Jhave a uniformly thick oxide layer on the surfaces with slightly thicker
oxide at the edges.

A single crystal with imperfections such as slip lines and dislocations will

have more regions of high energy than a perfect crystal and consequently more

sites for preferential oxide build-up.

Polycrystalline metals carry the above models to the final step. Grain bound-

aries have much higher surface free energy than other imperfections so they

have even more preference for oxidation. When grain boundaries also are stepped

up or down they have additional free energy and oxidize more readily than

planar grain boundaries. This polycrystalline model, with thick oxide layers

at the grain boundaries and other high surface energy sites and a fairly uniform

oxide thickness elsewhere most nearly agrees with actual conditions.

Oxide layers need not grow as a uniform planar layer. Under proper conditions

9 i l



* of temperature, pressure atd concentration the oxide can grow as whiskers.

The whisker form may be rods, ribbons, needles, hexagonal crystals, feathers

or spheres. Shape also depenas upon growth conditions. Whiskers grow from

the base. 1'liskers may acl .. nU Lrtes, forcing their way through the oxide

layers on matiing surfaces whtu piessure is applied.

2.2.1 O:i-._e DL .age and Regr wt;i

Consider two relatively smooth. -urficee wit;- oxide .ayers 50 L, 80 angstroms

thick. When contact pressure i " the oxide on contacting peaks will

first crack and ". -i rupture. Crackin- of the oxide may precede or follow

deforratior. If the underlyi ,.etal. depen tg upon the relative compressive

•t. ,t of 0% Lide anu r, r,. i.tal, t, d5;,, :tlon oF the load and local

-mperau .~ v;.aes cau,,d >v 1.xissun( ana 2,biT iricL..on. The result of oxide

cracJi.n is at.l o me.ta. cr'aiaet with bro.ee .oxide particles in the interface.

JIf tbh contar_" • ,esauc( i. ,,rezt i -gi or -, v c'ompanied by high rubbing

N frict-on, the tio s zanes wili a :tua.-' wr..Le, forming a metallurgiil, joint.

More likely, Liowever, is interm.it .P- :-e:allic contact with oxide parcicles

. trapped in the interface.

Increasing t.be surrace roughness wil decrease the number of contact points

but may actually increase the ntAmber of metal to metal bonds becauce local

peaks would tend to be sharper, more easily deformed, smaller in area and be

subject to higher stresses. Higher stresses and greater deformation will give

more *.rf ice-to-surface weldliig t -tivalent contact pressures.

.* 2.2.2 Time Effects

Once the oxide layers are broken, reoxidation will occur along the contacting

surface, except where welding has occured. The amount and rate of reoxidation

clepends upon lo:al partial rressure of oxygen, the nature and extent of sur.ace-

to-surfac coLItact, temperature and contact pressure. The outer edges of the

suz e reoxidize first. Oxidation then progresses inward along the path of

fewest conte... points. The first reoxidation should occur within less than a

day and there should be significant oxide film on the exposed surfaces with-n

one or two days. The only hinderances to reoxidation ;F the contacting surfaces

would be the exclusion of o::ygen oz surface-to-surface welding to form metal-

I lurgical binds. Actual electrical contact degeneration will then depend upon

the original number of welded spots and the initial contact formation. Even

10



for a large density of cold welded contact spots, the effects of mechanical

stresses and deformation will eventually allow reoxidation of the spots and

contact degradation will occur.

[Oxidation rates can increase if the surface temperature is raised or if additional
driving energy for diffusion is supplied. One type of driving energy that

could be imposed is an electrical field which enhances oxygen flow into the

lattice and metal ion flow toward the surface. Alternating fields create

_- driving forces which first aid oxygen diffusion, then metal ion diffusion.

This tends to distribute the oxygen more uniformly and deeper into the surface

of the metal than in the absence of a field.

2.3 Physics of Nonlinearities

The nonlinearity of a contact will depend on the relative proportion of the

J Ii conductance and displacement currents and the nonlinearity of the specific

conauction mechanisms, Even optically ground surfaces have more irregularities

than flat areas. Figure 1 illustrates the microscopic conditions at a metal-

to-metal junction.

Netal #1 Oxide Layer Contact

Metal to Metal
Contact

-Metal #2

Void Region

Figure I

Model of Two "Smooth" Metal Surfaces in Contact, Microscopic Scale

k

The number of actual contacting points on any pair of surfaces is given by a

1 statistical distribution of the number and height of peaks and the probability

that there will be matching peaks and valleys or matching peaks and peaks,

i I Increasing pressure will increase the surface contact area and the number of

Uindividual contacting points by deforming the metal and causing plastic flow.

11



The higher thinner peaks will orm first with low stcooth peaks and valleys

deforming last, if at all.

The equivalent circuit for one contacting spot, or A-spot as they have been

called in the literature, is shown in Figure 2.

. 4 Za

. Lc Rc Rc Lc

ZL

Cg

Figure 2

Junction Contact Unit Model Circuit

The inductance LC is due to the narrow conducting peak and ig called the

constriction inductance; the resistance PC is the constriction resistance; Cg

is the capacitance due to the void or oxide filled regions surrounding the

contacting peaks; and Za and ZL are the im?,dances at the contacting points where

the oxide layer is less than 5 angstroms or greater than 5 angstroms, rc- pectively.

ZA and ZL are believea to contain the nonlinear resistances.

The total load bearing area is increased with the a,.,ied pressure. If all

ripples on the metal surface were equal in height, the increase would be

proportional to the inurease of the tntal load bearing area. However, since

the ripplej are random in height, when the pressure is increased new contacts

will be made so that the total area of the load bearing spots will increase at

12



a reduced rate. Figure 3 illustrates this idea.

Load Load

Equal Ripples Random Ripples

Figure 3. The total load bearing area

between two surfaces increases at a
slower rate when the surface ripples
(due to surface roughness) are random
in height.

The density of the contact spots and thus the density of the unit equivalent

[circuits will increase with the pressure. This will lead to the series of

I-V characteristics illustrated in Figure 4.

~'I d) (c)
" L / (b): ~ (a)

1I:

7 Figure 4

. I~1 -1 Characteristic of Metal-Oxide-Metal Junction

Assuming that the load bearing contact contains a nonlinear element, a possible

current for a light contact with few contact points is given by cuxve 
(a). With

13



; increasing contact pressure more new contact points will be created, resulting

in response curves (b) and (c). In the limit, the straight line (d) will be

* approached, which is the I-V curve determined by the external circuit.

2.3.1 Electron Tunneling

Nonlinear current conduction can occur due to electron tunneling through thin

metal oxide films. This is a result of the wave characteristics of the electron

which becomes pronounced in microscopic current conduction through thin monoatomic

films. Such structures can be very nonlinear. Electron tunneling does not

occur throughout the entire metal oxide layer but only in the small contacting

A-spots where the . laver i.s less than approximately 50 angstroms thick. The

situation at the '. -o is illusvrated in Figure 5.
~Oxidi

4,. Metal i

T .Metal 2

Fermi__Level_ Fermi Level

. Figure 5

Potential Barrier at Contact Between Two Metal Surfaces

At the surface of the metals there is a potential barrier, 0, equal to the

-- difference in work functions between the metal and the oxide. Due to the wave

4 nature of the electron, there is a finite probability that it can move from

metal I to metal 2 ' 7 vice versa) even when its kinetic energy is less than 0.

The probability of tunnel~ng through the ptential barrier between the energy

vells is dependent on the potential barrier height and width and upon the

energy of the particle in relation to the height of the barrier. The impedance

presented to the tunneling current is slightly nonlinear. Theoretically

calculated levels for third order intermodulation products are -140 dB for

200 watts or -87 dBm. As explained in Appendix I, this is also equivalent to

a third harmonic level of -87 dBm. HigaI has discussed the case of electron

1W. H. Higa, "spurious Signals Generated by Electron Tunneling on Large

Reflector Antennas." Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 63, Feb. 1975, pp 306-

14



tunneling in aluminum-aluminum oxide-aluminum jun'tions on the Deep Space

Network giant antennas. He also discusses an experimental test fixture usingIaluminum foil ontacts to demonstrate the nnlinearity of the junction.

2.3.2 Semiconductor Junction Action

Semiconductor junction action is another possible source for nonlinearities. A

metal-oxide-metal contact can act as a rectifying device. For instance, the

copper-copper oxide-copper junction has been studied extensively. The. copper

oxide acts basically as a P type semiconductor except right at the copper and

oxide interface where, due to an excess of copper impurity atoms the oxide has

an n characteristic. Because the work function of the copper oxide is larger

Ithan the work function of the copper, the copper-copper oxide forms an ohmid
contact. The copper-copper oxide rectifier forms two p-n diodes back to back,

or an npn k.ransistor. Figure 6 is a schematic representation of the conduction

! band energy level of the structure with no applied bias. Figure 7 shows the

situation when a bias is applied. The left hand junction is forward biased and

~i j [1injecting electrons into the p region where they diffuse to the other depletion
region and are swept across the junction. If the bias is sufficiently large,

the depletion region under reverse bias will widen until it reaches the other

depletion region, the condition known as punch through. The region where current

is controlled by diffusion disappears and all current becomes a drift current

under an electric field. Because the charge injected into the p region is not

4 ~ neutralized by a corresponding charge of the opposite sign as normally happens

through the base lead of a transistor, the current becomes space charge limited

with a nonlinear I-V characteristic.

The same condition of punch through is reached if, instead of increasing the

applied voltage, the thickness of the oxide layer is decreased until the two

depletion regions meet. This is exactly the situation when the oxide layer is

less than about 100 angstroms thick.

For oxides of copper less than 10A o the tunneling nonlinearity will be the

dominant source of unwanted signals. For film thicknesses between about 10 to

50 AO, both mechanisms are present and the distortion levels can be consideied

to ,e within 3 dB of those produced by the tunneling mechanism alone.

15
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NType Depletion Region

Metal R Type______Metal [ i -Metal

,Fermi 

Lev 
-

Lower Edge of Con-

duction Band

I ~ Figure 6

i i NPN Metal-Oxide-Metal Junction - Zero Bias

Depletion Region

n, i/ p n Metal

. Electron Diffusion

SCurrent

U I

Fo ward Bia3ed Reverse B ased
L Junction Junction

TV Applied

Figure 7

V Metal-Oxide-Metal Junction with Applied Bias Voltage
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2.3.3 Microdischarge

Experiments conducted both at WDL and at Stanford Research Institute have indicated

that one of the most important nonlinear effects which can occur in metal to

metal contacts is that of microdischarge, that is, the breakdown of microscopic

regions of gas trapped between conductors. Microdischarge can occur even for

IM, icontacts under sufficient pressure to ensure a reliable electrical connection.

As discussed in the section on surface contacts, even two smooth contacting

surfaces are rough on a microscopic scale and will include contacting peaks and

noncontacting valleys. Microscopically the actual contacts may be made up of

" imetal-metal oxide point contacts, thin filaments, impurities, suspended particles

and shunt void regions. The total RF current flow then becomes the summation of

microscopic RF tunneling currents, shunt displacement currents and parallel
discharge currents between the whiskers and particles as the micro-retions

experience breakdown. Contingent on the actual microgeometry, the dischargeI j phenomena can be the predominant mechanism.

Experience at WDL has indicated that .urface treatment and coating in many cases

.. can greatly inf.'.uence the resultant IM generation level from microwave components.

F r Additionally, for most contacts the IM level does not appear to be critically

dependent on the actual contact pressure.

;: , Both of these observations tend to support microdischarge as one of the more

predominant generating mechanisms in that it is not as subject to contact pressure

and is highly dependent on the actual surface micro-geometry, presence of

impurities and whiskers, all of which can be influenced by surface treatment and

coatings.

17
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2.3.4 Extremely Low Level Mechanisms

Tunneling, semiconductor junction action and microdischarge are believed to be

major contributors to nonlinearities in normally linear components. The following

S discussion on extremely low level effects is included mainly for completeness.

These effects are the "analogous Luxembourg" effect and water vapcr absorption.

In the analogous Luxembourg effect, a strong signal in a waveguide modulates the

electron collision frequency such that the attenuation chara-teristics of the

medium ertcounter d by a low power signal are significantly modified. A periodic

modula':ion of the low power signal by a process which is inherently nonlinear

results in the generation of a family of intermodulation products. A level of

-160 dBm is predicted for a 6 KW carrier and a 3 KW carrier.

Water vapor in a waveguide structure constitutes a potential source of nonlinearityIdue to the absorption characteristics centered at 24 GHz which is dependent on the
incident power level and water content. With a 6 KW carrier an LM. of -132 dBm is

predicted in a 10 meter waveguide run.

!
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3.

Identification of Problem Areas

Since the level of nonlinear distortion is proportional to the current density,

the most likely problem areas in the HETRRA equipment are those with the highest

current densities. These areas are associated with the transmitter power amplifier,

filters, transmission lines, balun and antenna, and of particular imnortance, the

junctions between these components. Figure 8 is a schematic representation of the

problem areas.

The output power of the amplifier is 2KW (+63dBm) and the third harmonic produced

by the tube nonlinearity is about 50dBm below the carrier. The cavity terminates

with an SMA connector which is treated as a cylindrical structure propagating in

TEM mode in the following calculations. The inner diameter of the outer conductor

is 0.142 inches (.361 cm) and the outer diameter of the inner conductor is 0.050

inches (.127 cm). Since the impedance is 50 ohms we have a current

== = 6.32 amperes.4Zo 50

The circumferences of the inner and outer conductors respectively are:

Ci = Wd = 3.14 x .127 = .399 cm

Co = ,rD = 3.14 x .361 = 1.134 cm

The line current densities on the inner and outer conductors are then:
1 6.32

Ji= 15.81 A/cm

t 1 o = _ 6.32
0 I ._63 = 5.58 A/cm

By using the data obtained on a previous program we can predict a distortion level

for the above current densities. The graph in Figure 9 represents the data taken

at Ford in a previous intermodulation study. This data is for the two carrier case

<in which the power of a carrier at 7.90 GHz is three times the power of a carrier

.at 8.05 GHz. As explained in Appendices A and B, the theoretical difference in

levels between this two carrier third order intermodulation case and the one

carrier third harmonic case is negligible. Therefore, this data can be used directly.

A level of -90dBm has been observed in WR137 vaveguide at a power level of 2kW

and this level was observed to increase at a rate of 2.5dB for each dB increase in

power level.

Using the current density of the inner conductor since it is three times that in

the outer conductor the expected level of third harmonic is obtained in the

following steps:
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1. The current density in a waveguide propagating in the TEO mode is given by

4" ~Jz =  ZTI
I1 b ZT~jjO

where a and b are the waveguide dimensions, W is the power, and ZTEI0 is the

impedance presented to the TE10 mode.

, - This formula reduces to

Jz = 2.6 x 10 24W

for WR 137 waveguide and at a power of 2KW

Jz = 1.01 A/cm

Therefore, the third harmonic level for our case should ae

15.81
-90 + 2.5 x 20 log 1.01 - I

where the factor 2.5 comes from the 2.5dB/dB slope mentioned previously.

Obviously -60dTm can be neglected owhn compared to the +13dBm produced by the tube

itself. This fact implies that there is no need for special treatment or design

from the power amplifier stage to the input of the lowpass filter.

The Telonic lowpass filter in the equipment needs consideration. This analysis

does not question the filter design and assumes that the filter is properly rejecting

the third harmonic existing at its input. However, the filter may produce its

own nonlinearities due to the internal structure.

*The filter construction is shown in -'igure 10. It is a nonresonant structure in

-.hich the impedance changes alternately from high to ;.ow along the line. Corres-

pondingly, the current, alternates from low to high, ceping the power level constant.

First, we estimate the impedance levels in the filter. Approximating each section

as a transmission li'ne, we have for the low impedance large diameter section:

60 D 60 0.580
ZI)W - d - In -=5 ohms2 0.522

.where D and d are defined in Figure 11 and 9 2 is the dielectriu constant of

teflon.

- Figure 11. Filter Cross Section in the Low Impedance Area -



The high impedance is computed in the same way assuming the coiled wire is acting
as a helical coaxial cadle.

= 60 n 0.0500 = 170 ohms

HIGH 4" in 0.035

The current in the loW4mpedance section is:

p =1 2 Z orI

WZ= 2000 = 20AMP

and in the high impedance is7--2000 3.43 Amp
170

The c-Ircvmferences are:

Co = gD = 3.14 x 1.47 = 4.63 cm for the outer conductor

Ci =1rd = 3.1,4 x .08? = .28 cm for the inner conductor

and the current densities are:I _ 20

Jo - 4.63 - 4.32 A/cm

* •1 3.43
J 3 = - = 12.28 A/cm

Ci .28

The increase in the harmonic generation, then is:

2.5 x 20 x log 428 31.8 dB fur the outer conductor and

2.5 x 20 x log 78 = 54.6dB for the inner conductor.

Then the most probable third harmonic level could be -90 + 54 = -36 dBm, using only

the calcualtion for the inner conductor since it is about two orders of magnitude

,. larger.

The Telonic filter has a center output conductor comparable in size to the pin

of the SMA connector on the power amplifier cavity and this in turn is coinparable

in size to the center conductor of the semirigid .141 inch diameter coaxial cable.

All joints are soldered and conduct the same power. Therefore, the harmonic level

should be the same as calcualted for the SMA connector on the cavity or about

-6ldBm. Spurious signals gene ated near the end of the filter are nct attenuated

and can propagate in only one direction - toward the antenna.

The connections of the balun to the filter and the antenna are also critical

since they too are in spots where the spurious signals are unattenuated by filters
before reaching the antenna. So, of all the component interconnections in the system

the ones between tht output of the fiiter and coax, between the coax and the

balun and between the balon and the antenna are the most critical.
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Because of the antenna isolation, the fundamental power incident upon the receive

filter is considerably reduced from that in the transmitter. I'wever, the

receiver bandpass filter is a resonant structure, giving rise to higher circulating

currents than would appear in a nonresonint type of filter. Any harmonics generated

at the input of the filter travel essentially unattenuated directly into the

receiver.

Metal to metal contacts in the areas of the equipment housing which will be illu-

minated by the antenna must be avoided. Single piece construction in these areas

.VIshould be the design goal. More will be said about the equipment htusing, filters

and interconnects in sections 5 and 6 of this report.

To summarize, based on -he idea that large current density means high potential

for nonlinearities, the following list identifies the components we believe to

be the most critical.
|t.J--- Resonant cavity output connector

Interconnecting cable

--- Filter input connector

--- Low pass filter

--- Filter output connector

--- Transition cable to balun

--- Transmit antenna feed connections and cable

Transmitting antenna

--- Receive antenna

--- Receive antenna

Receive antenna feed connections and cable

--- Receiver transition balun to cable

- -- Receive filter input section

Case and pezipheral structure

25



4. Producibility Coacepts

V, In this section the concepts of productbility are treated in a 6eneral manner,

closely related to the theory. The prime goal here is to gather a number of

ground rules describing which techniques can be desirable and the reasons why

they are desirable. These rules are general and for this reason can be applied

ti the MITRRA equipment and to any other equipment as well. The specific

application t,, the hardware of the METRRA equipment is di-cussed separately in

onc of the following sections.

4.1 Genoral Guidelines

Briefly, and in order of importance,the guidelines and rules for producibility are:

4.1.1. Design the system to l.mit the nonlinear generating sources to as small

a region as possible; that is, placement of clean-up filters as close Zo the

radtating or receiving portions as possible.

4.1.^ .imize the use of high Q resonant c4 rcuits in the resultant generating

region. For example, use hybrid filter designs, bandpass or band reject filters

rather th.n bandpass filters.

4.1.3 Eliminate as many mechanical contactsas possible in the generating region.

4.1.4 Increase the dimensions of transmission lines and resonator components
to reduce the RF current density.

4.1.5 Use extreme care in the design of mechani.cal components. For example,

use uni-bcdy monolithic designs, lapped surfaces, weled contacts or contacts under

pressure above the 'loung's modules.

These steps for linearized component design sh3uld be performed in the order given,

that is, each design measure should be eaerci.;ad, one by one, until sufficient linearity

is reached to assure that the passive nonlinear harmonic generation is below the

desired level, As can be observed, each step becomes progressively more difficult

and involves more careful and costly design. lore detailed discussion of each

area is given ir. the following sections.

4.2 The Role of Current Density

Theoretical and experimental work at Aeronutronic-Ford WDL division indicate

that a simple way of looking at the nonlinear generation in normally passive and

linear devices is to assess tke current density through this device. If there

i is a junction through which a current is flowing, there will be nonlinear products.

The larger the current denasity, the larger the nolinoir products generated. From

this statement we de.ie the following simple rules:
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4.2.1 Wherever possible reducethe current density by increasing the size of

the component.

This rule can be successfully applied to coaxial structures or where TEM mode of

propagation exists. It should be possible, at least in some cases, to replace

small size cables, coaxial filters, microstrip lines etc. with larger sizes of theI 1same type components. This rule is not applicable to waveguide components since

their size is determined by frequency requirements.

4.2.2 Vherever possible use impedaace higher than 50 ohms.

Most of the components in the RF industry are standarized to the impedance of

F? 50 ohms. However, there re compunents used at higher impedance like 75 ohm,
93 ohm etc. and standard cables are available at these characteristic impedances.

Other components as filters or striplines can be fabricated at any impedance level

(within reasonable limits). The power being transported can be made to have less

current (and more voltege) by selecting a high impedance level. Physical size

must be at l.east as large as would have been used in a 50 ohm system.

4.2.3 Avoid resonance effects.

Resonance effects are widely used in filters and periodic structures. Energy
usually is stored in electric or magnetic fields aud keeps transforming from one

to the other. As a result of this, there are places where large currents will

flow even for moderate or low power. The larger the capability to store energy,

the larger will be the currents. The Q factor is the measure of the capability

of the circuit to store anergy. Then if a circuit can be built with a nonresonant

structure, this structure should be preferred. But if it is necessary to use

l I resonance, care must be taken to keep the Q factor low.

4.2.4 Provide parallel paths for the signal.

v This rule will have very limited application and i advised only as a lst resort.

If every conceivable means of reducing the current density has been tried and still

better results are needed then the signal can be split into two or more parallel

I paths. Cables can operate in parallel. If a transmitter followed by filter must

'drive an antenna array, the transmitter power can be directed through separate

filters to drive different elements of the antenna array, thus reducing the current

through each separate filter. It is realized that this solution is more

expensive and is not easy; and, as indicated, is advisable only in a desperate

situation.
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4.3 Minimizing the Number of Transitions by Combining Several Units in One

In standard practice every component is designed separately and then all are inte-

-- grated to form the final instrument. Due to this practice, every component has

input and output junctions and any junction can become a generator of nonlinear

products. The designer concerned with avoiding nonlinearities must ask the

question whether it is possible to eliminate some. of the junctions by combining

the individual components. Undoubtably, in many cases this will be simply

impossible. In others, when using lots of ingenuity and creativity, this will be

possible and will be a step in the right direction.

4.4 Contactless Transitions

In some special applications, the operation of an electrical connector can be

simulated reasonably well by a capacitive contactless connection. Various

configurations had been used more than ten years igo at Aeronutronic-Ford, the

most popular of which is the configuration of twc cylinders, one inside the other,

separated by teflon and producing a large capacitor. Obviously a device like

i this has limitations in frequency response and cannot always be used. But at

*limited frequency band, the problem of response is not objectionable and then
the contactless transition can be used. There is no test data to support the

;claim, but it is strongly believed that this type of transition must be the

closest to the ideal in regard to IM or nonlinear generation.

The big disadvantage of this solution is that the transition must be relatively

large. This makes its application limited to heavy, stationary equipment. Also,

there may be a problem of RF leakage (see appendix D).

4.5 Effect of the Surface Smoothness

1Any conneclor, flange or other component machined to a certain precision and

depending on the quality of the fabrication can have some roughness of the surface.

When two surfaces like this are brought together to produce an electrical contact,

this contact is realized only at a relatively few spots rather than with the

entire area. When the material is machined to a smoother surface, the number of

contacts increases. Polished surfaces have been proven to produce less nonlinear

products and, when possible, it is advised. In addition, careful surface prepar-

ation in termsof cleaning and subsequent coating has been found to be highly

- influential in the prevention of nonlinear generation. Remember, however, that

a combination of smooth surface and high contact pressure is required to insure

that the oxide layer is penetrated and relkable contact made.
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4.6 Effect of the Hardness of the Material

Hard material will produce more nonlinear generation than soft materials.

This statement can be explained by the effects of the surface smoothness by

remembering that when two surfaces produce an electrical contact there is pressure

applied on the surfaces. The pressure deforms the point contacts b.nd causes more

points to touch. However, while soft material can deform, causing the sharp peaks
to give and producing a larger contact area, the hard materials defsrm much

less and the contact occurs at only a few points. Thus a connector of stainless

steel is likely to p~o,'uce more harmonics or intermodulation products than brass,
for example. There are some drawbacks that must be taken into account when

considering this effect. Depending on the amount of pressure applied, every

material will experience some deformation. For pressures obtained in tightening

bolts, the hard materials will have elastic deformations while the soft materials

will exhibit permanent deformation. If the material suffers permanent deformation

it cannot be successfully used again. At Aeronutronics-Ford, waveguide flanges

have been used together with soft copper gaskets, obtaining good results; but
it was possible to use the gasket only once. Attempts at using a gasket a second

time proved that the low nonlinear generation properties are lost. Gold plating

has been used as soft gasket and when used only once gives good results. After

" that, the deformation of the material, scratches and similar effects can cause

deterioration of the performwnce.

4.7 Effects of the Chemical Prop.'ties of the etals

The metals of components conducting current are selected to have good conduc-

tivity or light weight. Three most widely used metals, silver, copper and aluminum,

have excellent conductivity and the aluminum is lightweight. But all of them

produce oxides on their surface and oxides play an important part in the nonlinear

; product generation process by tunneling and semiconductor action. 11'.als not

producing oxides are highly recommended. Gold is particularly appropriate

because not only does it not produce oxides, but is also aoft and acts as a

soft gasket.

4.8 Effects of Soldering

J There are several problem= directly attributed or related to soldering. One of

them is the flow of flux. At che present time the role of the flux in generating
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nonlinear products is not known. It is suspected that excess flux can cause

deterioration of linear operation over a pe.iod of time.

The mtal used In the solder after heating and being in a liquid state is left to

harren, generally in an uncontrollable way. If the cooling is fast the crystal

structure forms microscipic discontinuities and this contributes to nonlinearities.

SL On many occasions the soldering is done very carefully and initially the system

performs quietly and well, but after some time it deteriorates. At least in someJ] cases the deterioration was caused by mechanical stress at the solder joint

which microscopically produces cracks and discontinuiteis in the metal. This can

be cured by proper construction which removes the stress from the solder joint.

[30
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5. Experimental Linearized Hardware

In order to gain some insight into possible techniques for alleviating the

problem of nonlinear generation in coaxial components, several test fixtures

have been prepared for use with the METRRA equipment as a test bed. It is

4- hoped that with these fixtures and the data obtained from them ideas concerningt ! soldering techniques for reliable and long lasting connections may evolve. Also,

better understanding of the effects of oxidation on copper contact may be gained

as well as information on the effect of gold plating.

5.1 Test Fixtures

Test fixtures prcvided include several types of sleeves for joining the inner

and outer conductors of coaxial cable as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13.

There are copper sleeves and gold plated copper sleeves to be soldered to the

cable. These will be inserted into the system and the harmonic levels measured

i before and after stressing the solder joint. Plated and unplated outer sleeves

to be press fit onto the cable are also provided to gain some information on

71 ithe nonlinearity of this type of purely mechanical joint.

We have also supplied two types of connecting sleeves which it is hoped will

- enable other test fixtures to be inserted into the test bed with a minimum of

physical effort. These connectors are shorted sections, shown in Figures 14

and 15, and open k wave sections of tubing,shown in Figure 16, to be placed

over the outer coaxial conductor. Using these, it is hopee. that accurate

measurements can be made on the three comercial coaxial connectors, one SMA,

one TNC and one N. This data will be used to check correlation between experi-

nx-.ital measurements and theoretical predictions. Figure 17 illustrates a clamp

for applyirg pressure at the contact points of the shorted sleeves. The test

procedure included as Appendix E details the use of these fixtures.

"5.1.2 Filters

A comparison of the Telonic filter and the WDL filter serves to illustrate the

design philosophy emphasized in this report as far as techniques for minimizing

potential nonlinear sources are concerned. Figures 18 and 19 are photographs

of the Telonic and Ford filters respectively. Notice the small diameter wire

(.084 cm) and the solder joints between each capacitive section of the Telonic

?' filter. Each of these joints is a potential generator and the small wire

diameter compounds the problem. In the WDL filter we have tried to eliminate

as many solder joints as possible by machining the filter from a single piece



El of metal. In an application where low level nonlinearities are potential

problems, this technique of construction is mandatory. The only solder joint

o:" importance is-the one joining the filter to the coaxial cable on the output

end of the filter. Special provision has been made to relieve the stress on

the solder joints at both ends of the filter. This is done by adding a short

sleeve to the outer conductor of the filter into which the coamial cable is

soldered. The sleeve rather than the solder supports the cable. This should
extend the length of time that the solder joint can be reliably counted upon

to be acceptably linear

Another technique used in the Ford filter concerns the filter ends. The cylin-

drical outer conductor is used as a waveguide beyond cutoff to prevent leakage

from the ends. This technique is so effective that the fields are attenuated

at least by 40 dB even in the relatively short distance between the end of the

jfilter's center piece and the end of the outer conductor. Now the ends may

either be left open without fear of extraneous leakage or coupling, or end caps

. may be soldered on with confidence that the RF currents flowing in these joints

will produce negligibly small levels of harmonic.

S i Figures 20 through 23 document the electrical characteristics of the Aeronutronic-

~ 2. Ford filters. It should be emphasized that thi1s filter was made using an old

, . design rather than generatinganew filter with different electrical characteristics.

This was done in order to meet time and budget constraints.

I"
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6. Producibility Design as Applied Directly to the METRRA Equipment

This section is a logical continuation of Section 3, where the problem areas

have been identified and of Section 4, where general producibility rules have

been defined. The intention here is to show how these general rules can be

applied in the specific case of the METRRA problem areas and to present methods

to alleviate or solve the problems. The reader will find that some of the

recommendations are directed to the immediate problems and are directly and

immediately applicable. Other recommendations are directed to long term goals
27

and will require additional thoughts before incorporating them in the equipment.

They are included, however, to serve as illustrations of the trend of the thoughts

and will be useful in future designs.

6.1 Transmit Filter

As indicated in Section 3, the transmit filter plays a major role in the operation

of the METRRA equipment and its quality will determine the quality of the com-

bined system. The filter specification are difficult to meet. It has to conduct

- ,2 KW of power with low insertion loss; it has to attenuate the third harmonic by

150 dB; it should prevent radiation; and it has to be lightweight in order to

suit the needs of a portable instrument. In addition, the filter must be linear,

i.e. it should not produce nonlinear products of its own. The standard off-the-

shelf commercial units meet all the requirements except for linearity and this

will be the only aspect discussed here.

As the signal propagates along the filter the third harmonic produced by the

power amplifier gets attenuated and at the same time third harmonic generated

in the nonlinear joints of the filter begin to appear. The newly regenerated

third harmonic will be rejected by the sections of the filter located after the

source. If, however, the source is in the last filter section or in the filter

i output there will be no obstacle in the way of the third harmonic's propagation

tc the antenna. It is evident that to comply with the requirement of linearity,

care must be taken only at the output of the filter. Therefore, it is our

recommendation to provide the filter input with a cable and connector which will

allow it to be connected to the power amplifier assembly and to modify the last

few sections and output of the filter.

The photo in Figure 18 shows the TELONIC low pass filter used in the transmitter
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output of the METRRA validation model. In order to comply with the requirements

of size and weight the inductance of the central part is realized by wire of

0.089 centimeters diameter, where the current density is 22.6 A/cm and in the

joints shown by the arrows large levnls of third harmonic are generated. In

the next photo, Figure 19, Is shown the Aeronutronics-Ford filter designed with

special care to be linear. This filter is considerably larger in size; the high

impedance part of the inner conductor has a diameter of .457 cm.,much larger

than the O.b5 cm of the TELONIC unit. The central structure of the filter is

one solid piece with no junctions of any kind except for input and output. The

outside conductor, carrying the same current was made several centimeters longer

than the inner conductor. This attenuates the fields to such an extent that if

a cap is mounted at the end of the filter there will be no generation of non-

linear products. One weak point of this filter is in the output. The large

filter had to be terminated to the tiny semi-rigid .141 inch cable. This defeats

all the care taken with the filter. A quick computation indicates that if this

cable will be replaced by 0.25 inch the improvement in reducing the harmonic

generation will be 19 dB.

The central conductor of the cable was soldered to the filter and it was feared

SI. the wiggling of the cable would produce cracks in the solder. To avoid this

possibility, the cable jacket was soldered to the filter outer conductor with a

j- ileeve thereby removing the stress from the solder junction. Figure 24

illustrates the stress-removing technique.

One other weak point of this filter is its large size and weight. The size can

Fbe considerably reduced without appreciable deterioration, and the weight can

be reduced by replacing the brass with aluminum. These steps can be undertaken

in future designs.

An alternate idea can be implemented in the following way. One filter (theTELONIC or similar) will be used to filter the third harmonic of the transmitter.

This will have small size and weight but it will produce some thirO harmonic of L
L its own. If this level is precisely know, then a second filter of the type of

Aeronutronic-Ford but with far fewer sections can be used to "clean up" the

nonlinear products of the first filter. This version will have advantages only

if the second filter has to have moderate rejection since fewer sections will

then be sufficient. The exact determination of all the quantities will require
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measurements and computations and therefore can be done only as a future design.

6.2 Balun in the Transmitting Antenna

A photograph of the balun is shown in Figure 25. The balun is required to produce

a balanced line from an unbalanced one and is also required to transform

the 50 ohm transmission line to the 73 ohms input impedance of the dipole antenna.

To these requirements must be added the requirements of linearity and even harmonic

Tsuppression. The balun has a bracket fixture used as an input; this fixture

houses the .141 cable and provides the transition to micrstrip line. The cable

should be replaced by a larger size for the same reasons presented in Section

F 6.1. But even after that, the input junction will still be a source of nonlinear

generation and the level of this recreated third harmonic must be established.

It was planned before the last contract modification to suggest a test in which

two baluns connected back to back will be inserted into the system as one test

Sfixture an~d in this way measure the nonlinear generation in the balun. If this

-'antity is established and its magnitude is objectionable, it is our recolmen-

- dation to increase the size of the balun to incorporate a band reject filter

Lcentered at the third harmonic. This filter will have the shape either as in

Figure 26 or as in Figure 27.

I Figure 26

," BadR ect Filter -Combined with the Balun
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Figure 27

Band Reject Filter - Combined with the Balun (Alternate Solution)

-The problem of the output terminals of the balun, where nonlinear generation

also can take place remains unsolved and no easy way has been found to reduce the

harmonic level at this point. Of course no step involving these additions is

recommended .-fore tests can be made establishing the need for these modifications.

k 1: 6.3 Antenna Coupling

Usually a radiating, tuned narrow band antenna provides a mismatch for any other

frequency and in a way acts as a "filter" passing only the proper frequencies.

This is not the case in the METRRA unit since transmitted and received freq-

uencies are harmonically related. Any third harmonic existing in the transmit

antenna is efficiently radiated, picked up by the rtceiving antenna and arrives

at the receiver. This is an unwanted signal which only confuses the operator.

Every effort must be made to try to prevent the generation of third hamonic in

the outptt of the transmitter, but since it is not possible to totally eliminate

the third harmonic generation, the antennas should have high isolation at that

frequency. A specification of this quantity is most appropriate. No less

important is the antenna isolation at the transmit frequency. The reason for

this is that if considerable power at the fundamental frequency arrives at the
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receiver filter there may be spots acting as nonlinear generators and this will

also desensitize the receiver. A good system design must try to establish the
antenna isolation at both fundamental and third harmonic frequencies and relate

these quantities to the level of the harmonic present in the transmit antenna

and the level of nonlinear gencration in the receiver filter. An antenna struc-

ture which can provide good isolation at both frequencies is desirable.

6.4 Receiver Filter

The receiver filter has to protect the receiver circuitry from any out of band

frequency, allowing only the desired frequency to reach the receiver. It must

have low loss, low weight and small size. In addition, it must be linear up to
the level of the maximum power received from the transmitter. In the previous

section the importance of knowing the antenna isolation at both fundamental and

third harmonic was discussed. Assuming that a portion of the transmitter power

has leaked into the receiver and assuming that this portion is excessive, let

us see what alternatives are available: (a) Waveguide Filter - A waveguide filter

can be designed to pass freely the third harmonic and to stop the fundamental

L transmit frequency. This idea will be a good one only if the input of the filter

is linear and will not produce third harmonic because if it is generated, the

Lfilter will pass it on to the receiver. In our case, the input of the filter

will be a capacitive probe not making ohmic contact and therefore free of

nonlinearities. Electrically this solution is very attractive but has the

disadvantage of being large and heavy.

(b) Combination of Two Filters - A number of combinations of two filters one

after the other are possible either packaged to~ether or separately. One possible

i combination is a high pass followed by bandpass filters. Another possibility is

that the first filter will have only a minimum amount of sections but will haveI.

I' relatively large size. The first unit will be linear and will reject the trans-

mitter to the extent that the remaining transmit power will not be able to

produce harmonics at the second filter, which then can be designed without

consideration for its linearity.

Once again it is proper to remember that it pays to go to more elaborate solu-

tions only if the need for them is first established, which can be done either

by tests or by system design and computations.
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6.5 Backpack Version

The validation model of the METRRA unit vas designed to be held in front of the

person operating it. Recently some indications exist that it may be more

. l t  advantageous to carry the unit on the back of the operator and if this is done,

the antennas will have to be mounted at a height above the operator's head. This

i possibility offers an attractive solution tc the problems since relatively large

filters can be part of the structure which positions the antennas aver the head

of the man. In essence, the filters will no longer be part of the transceiver

and that package actually can be slightly smaller.

6.6 Combined Transmit Front End

An interesting solution can be obtained by combining many considerations together.

This soluticn is quite different and can be advised as a future redesign goal.

The input impedance of the dipole antenna is 73 ohms. If this (or 75 ohms)

impedance is accepted at the transmitter output, the current will be reduced in

inverse proportion to the impedance ratio. As a result, the coupling out of

transmitter cavity will change, the cables will be 75 ohms, the transmit filter

will be slightly different and the balun will not have the impedance trans-

4 formation. None of these changes are difficult. For other reasons the filter

already must be a special order; it should not be any problem to design it for

75 ohms. Next, it is planned to eliminate the cable at the filter output. The

4 filter will terminate directly into the balun via the same type of bracket used

in the balun input but with a much larger center conductor. This solution can

be built in a size and weight complying with the requirements of portable eqiip-

nent. It is expected that by using these ideas it will be possible to achieve

very good linearity, surpassing all other version.

6.7 Chassis Considerations

Under certain conditions the metal structure used to house the electronic equip-

ment may conduct RF currents and if these currents flow through bolt joints or

solder joints there will be nonlinear product generation which easily can provide

a parasitic path for leakage and can cause blocking of the receiver. To cure

similar problems, it is recommended to filter properly and to direct the ground

currents through separate wire, to a "single point ground," a very good

practice. Bolts and rivets must be avoided; welding practices are recommended
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instead. To verify the absence of this parasitic leakage the transmitter and

receiver must be terminated by dummy loads. Under these conditions the received

signal must be below the detectable level.

E
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7. Program Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

Although the majority of the work conducted in the foregoing investigation

was largely analytical, a number of significant producibility concepts relative

to the METRRA equipment were reached.

j 7.1 Data Translation

Aeropitronic-Ford has a large amount of information and data at X-Band frequencies

based on past detailed theoretical and experimental work. Stable test facilities

with the ability to test to IM levels of 210 dB below the carrier have been

built. However, most of the previous analytical investigation, expermental data,

and designs have been performed at X-Band frequencies for waveguide components and

for third order intermodulation products. Therefore, in order to take advantage

of this valuable base of information, it was necessary to translate the results

to the IETRRA system parameters of frequency ard nonlinear product. 7or this,

calculations of the effect on distortion level3 when frequency is changed, effects

of the variation of conductor size, effects of powr variation and the relationship

between third order intermodulation proaucts and third harmonic generation were

made. Out of this came the following conclusions:

-- The effect of frequency change can be assumed negligible since the differences

due to frequency were calculated to be small and will be masked by larger

differences due to contact microgeometric differences. Therefore the X-Band

results can be directly applied to the METRRA frequency.

--- The generating level varies directly with current density and therefore

- a procedure to make predictions based on normalized zurrent densities

was developed and used.

--- For purposes of estimating METRP.A levels - rule of thumb based on the data

from previous programs was used. That is a 2.5 dB increase in distortion

for each dB increase in input power level.

. The difference between third order intermodulation and third harmonic

generation is within 1.2 dB and therefore can be considered negligible.

7.2 Source Identification

O Analysis of sources of nonlinear generation in the METRRA unit was performed and

specific critical generating areas were identified to be in the transmitter

output filter, balun and antenna and to a lesser extent, in the receiver input

I filter, alun and antenna.
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Careful analysis of the sources lead to the conclusion that a linearized METRRA

validation model could be implemented using proper design techniques to meet

the specified system noise levels.

7.3 Brassboard Model Linearization

Specific attention was directed to producibility design and analysis relative to

implementation of a linearized laboratory system. For thiO - series of general

design guidelines was made (see Section 4.1). Detailed design methods were then

presented and a series of specific recommendations were made for the following

METRRA components:

7.3.1 Transmit Filter

A single piece design is recommended for this component thereby eliminating all

metal-to-metal contacts except at the input and output. Also the geometry should

be as large as practical.

7.3.2 Receiver Filter

Tha receiver in-ut filter should be a nonresonant type such as a high pass filter or,

a combination of an oversized prefilter to decrease the transmit signal followed by

a standard small bandpass or highpass filter.

7.3.3 Antenna Isolation

Isolation between the transmitting and receiving antennas must be good, preferably

around 30 dB.

7.4 Ruggedized Field Unit

For implementation of an eventual field ruggedized linear system further precautions

need to be followed. The most important of these are the ideas of combining

several cotapinents into one and using clean-up filtering. These concepts for

ruggedized design can then be employed to remove harmonics generated due to field

deterioration of system components.

For eventual implementation of a ruggedized field unit it was felt important to

obtain experimental eesign data for linear component producibility. Fo this

purpose a series of test fixtures were devised but at this time no data is available.

7.5 backpack Version

A backpack NTRRA unit ..hould be easier to implement from a producibility standpoint.

It is expected that the antenna will have better performance ii terms of gain and

and isolation. The filters can be part of the pack structure ;o can be physically

larger, thereby lowering current densities and the resultant internal harmonic

generation.
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'i The foregoing conclusions were reached based on analysis and extrapolation of

X-Band test results. Although the recommendations are felt Ptrongly to be very

meaningful guidelines for producibility, much more meaningful results could be

reached if future analysis is coupled with system experimentation. Therefore, it

is strongly recommended that producibility test fixture experimentation be conducted

b . in the future if possible.
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Appendix A

Relation Between Third Order Intermodulation Products and

Third Harmonic Generated by the Same Device

Experimental data available at Aeronutronics concerns third order intermodulation

products becween carriers at two different frequencies. In order to use this

data for predicting third harmonic generation, a relationship between carrier

power, third order intermodualtion and third harmonic generation must be estab-

lished.

The output response y of a non-linear device when driven by an input x may be

represented as a polynomial in x

If y a o + a, x + a2 x 2 + a3 x3 +...

where powers of x beyond the third are ignored since they contribute very little to

I the third order outputs. If an input x consisting of two frequenciesoc and411

is used to excite the device we have:I
x = A cosaC + B cos,6

2, y = ao + a1 (A cosd+ B cosA) + a) (A cosa(+ B co )2

+ a3 (A cosoL+ B co -i.

or

-- y =a 0 + al (A cosc + B cosA) + 2  A cs +i 2AB cosocos,4 + B2 CO.4

+ a3 (A
3 cosC+A2B cos. cos-+ 3AB 2 Cos cos 2S+ B3 cos3 ) (I)

i iThe following trigonometric identities are used to simplify (1):

os2 = 1 + cos

2

coseC cosA = 1/2 [ cos o +A)+ cos ) _A71

cos3 0C = 3/4 cosa+ 1/4 cos 34

Ther:

A2
y =a o + al (A cosoL + B cos.) + a2  2- (1 + cos 2.)

+ AB E(cos(+/9) + cos ( " )J + " (I + cos
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+A 3  3 2 1
4  4 cos 3A+ A B (I + cos Cos -Scos 4( I-i cos 2,6) + 3B B- cos ]3B3 1o/ , 3  3 7

~~~3A 2  ..

The term in brackets following a3 simplifi-: further ,o - c.
34A -- A'-o( +,4) + cos (2.(-,)

AB2 LcoS +2/) + cos 21V + A2B cos/- ,

Now. grouping the terms appropriately we obtain:

a2 A2  a2 B2

y= a +--- + 2"r0 2
S3L3A 3a 3  2

( al A2B) cos, Funda-'
+ 4 2

+ (a, B + 3 +-3B A2 B) cosr F , n c.

a2A2

Cos r... .o + . -

" 2)
2 3Cos3" rd /'Ar

a3

A~ 3 cos 3/C ir£.r

L+ L 3a3 cos (2el~ + os( 2 Ly)

+ 3a 3AB2

4 fcos (4 +21) + cos (1-2,e)
~4

For the two carrier case:

A!" PT = PA + PB

where PT = total input power

peicrPA = power in carrier A

SPB = power in carrier B

Jj The Aeronutronic data is for the case where PA = 3 PB and for tht- IY r,

PA =41 PT

P, = . PT
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The coefficient for cos (2aC -#) becomes p 3 Z) P Z)

(PT Z)2

-- For the single carrier case let P be the same as in the two carrier

let B =0 then A =42PT- and the coefficient for the third harmonIc i-"

3
" (2Pr Z) 24. T

Taking the ratio of the third harmonic coefficient to the third ordc; cceffici *V

Sa3
-(2PTZ) 2  8 =.89

9 (PTZ) 9
82

taking the ratio in dB

V 3rd Harmonic 20 log .89 -1.02dB

3rd Order.

which is less than the accuracy of the measurements available. Thcrefore, tr-

data generated for third order products will be assumed to apply to ubird

harmonic levels without corrections.

'I.-
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Appendix B

Frequency Translation of Experimental Data

I Intermodulation products have been observed in waveguide at X-Band. T . K

use this data for making predictions for the project bein-z reportcd ,"

fill, necessary to consider the effects a change of frequency from X-Band o",

will have on the predictions.

We have seen the equivalent circuit of an A spot to be as shown i-n Fi.,tr -

where the non-linear junction is shown being driven by a generator of . ,

Rg and feeding a load RL. The transfer function of the network is:

V0  _ 1 l+ wRC
IN RVIN + R + jwRC

Rg+RL

The Bode plot for this function is shown in Figure B-2 where it i,7 a riar.u 2,t!.

R 1. If this condition is not met, then the minimum and ma:zimum a:'.2-nn

il rlevels approach each other while the two break frequencies also move t,.h z i'

the corners in the Bode plot cease to exist.

The values in the above equations are unknown. However, the attenuation ,'-Cdr ed

has never been considerable, in fact it is belo " the accuracy of the mca.mrrm'r.[s.

This indicates that che two corner frequencies probably do not exist and ht

attenuation remains very low for all frequencies. Consequently, the icvr,i of

non-linear products does not vary significantly with frequency.

inother possLble mechanism for non-linear generation is microscopic di.scLargc

between two "rough" surfaces. This can occur if the two surfaces arc formin,

imperfect contact. A. D. McDonald,in his book Microwave Breakdown in Gases

t(Wiley, 1966), has shown the effects of gas mixture, pressure and freque ncy on

the breakdown of gases subjected to a microwave field. From his Figure 1-6, ,o
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"A" SPOT

Figure B-i

Eauivalent Circuit of an "A" Spot Being Driven by a Generat:or

FREQUENCY
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Fi 40
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60

Figure B-2

Frequency Response of the Transfer Function of thej Network of Figure B-I
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can conclude that at atmospheric pressure, the tendancy of a gas to breakdown. i6

j Iessentially independent of frequency.
Ij

The conclusion then, at least for tunneling, semiconductor junction and ic-ori-hV .

is that no frequency effects should be observed. Since these three mechan;,.

are believed to be major contributors to the non-linearities, we will u'n' !e

data taken at X-Band for predictions at S-Band without corrections for frer~u'-

change.

!I5

I
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Appendix C

Calculation of the Currents in a Resonant Cavity at a
Frequency Far from Resonance

How important is the linearity of the METRRA receiver bandpass filter when the

equipment is used as a test bed and the filter is being hit with approximately

200 watts of power? The following analysis will show what happens in the case of a

parallel resoi.ant type filter structure and should indicate why this type of filter

can be a critical component in the linearity of the system.

Tis derivation is general even though it was carried out for the specific case of

wavelength coaxial cavity. The results obtained in this derivation apply to

any parallel resonant structure. In other words, the current at the shorted end

of the resonator as caluclated here should be the same as present in the inductive

arm (below resonance) of a lumped parallel resonant circuit of the same loaded

Q as the cavity.

i.
The cavity consists of a coaxial line, shorted at one end, with a load across it

somewhere away from the shorted end. The generator and load are assumed matched

at resonance and, furthermore, to be of equal impedance. This makes the tap point

of the load the same as the tap point for the generator. No generality is lost

Lhere because for a matched load the generator sees a 50 ohm load at its tap point
no matter what the true load resistance is. Figure Cl is a diagram of the circuit.

.* Figure 2 illustrates how the cavity can be considered to be made up of two lengths

of transmission lines in parallel, one shorted at the end, the other open. This

will be the basis for the following analysis.

The admittance and reflection coefficient at point x, the tap point, are calculated

from the transmission line equations:
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From equation (1):

Yx = 20 - j397.55 + j 10.19 = 387 Z-82.04°  millimhos

' I From (2): .02 8
Px - . .99/74.100

.02 + 387 L-82.04

Then from (3):

S .2= (.99 /7-4-.) .66

= 5.64 /-2.94 amperes

and from (5):

-j20 (cot 2 V .008

Ishort x = 5.64 /-2. 387x J-82.04

S= 5.63 L-_.L amperes

Then the current at the actual short is:
y 5.63

2(.0 Ishort == 5,64 amperes

Cos 2 'A

This result indicates that almost the entire generator current is flowing in the

first section of the filter at the short.

r
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I from the equivalent circuit:

Yx =YL + jYo tan T j YO co)t

o YO"YI J Yo tan 2'l(-- ) c (2I1rJ) I

- , (2)YO o+ YL + J[Yo 'Ao A

The current in the forward wave from the generator is just the current which would

be delivered to a matched load, or Re ii in this case. The total current at

pon is the resultant of the forward cretand the relectedcurno:

Ix - 2 2

where the negative sign arises because the reflection coefficient is defined in

terms of voltages and reflected current is elways 180 degrees out of phase with

the reflected voltage. Then:

Ix Yo - YL - j Y, [tan cot2( (
WS 2 tan ) ct 21r (4)

By using the laws of current division we can calculate the current flowing at x in

the shorted section of line. Let Ixshort be the resultant current in th. shorted

L line at point x.
Shortx

Ishort x soIx  xYx
-j I Yo cot

Yo + YL + J Yo 2a - c ot+tan ~ cot

after simplification.

But the point x is wavelengths from the actual short and since there is a pure

S:standing wave on the shorted section, a current maximum must exist at the short,
with the current following a Icosine9 distribution from there. Therefore, the

SI4 current flowing in the actual short is:

T "Ishort x

-short - (6)

~~ I fCos ,

or:
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sin Yo+YL+ Yo [tan cot-

.This !the result we have been aiming for. However, it may be of interest to know

the current iP the load also and this is a simple step from here:

The current flowing at some point z in the transmission line feeding the cavity is:

11) = 14(i - 141 )

where LF(z) and I- (z) represent the forward and reflected current waves respectively.

This equation can be reformulated as:

. 1(Z) (z) -pI+ (Z) + (l-p) 1+ (z).

In words, the current on a transmission line can be considered to be made up of

a pure standing wave superimposed on a forward traveling wave. The traveling wave

portion of the current must be completely absorbed by Lbe load, otherwise there

would be another reflection to add to the standing wave. Therefore, the average

power in the load must be:

I RL 12R
22 _

PL=2 2(P) 2 ~ (1,) watts

Example:

Let the generator be capable of delivering 200 watts to a 50 ohm load. This corres-

ponds to the case of a 2KW generator followed by a 10dB pad. Let Lhe cavity be

resonant (k wave) at some frequency and let t. input frequency be 1/3 of the

resonant frequency. If the tap point is .024 wavelengths from the short at the

resonant frequency and Zo for the cavity is 50 ohms then the Iraded Q of the

cavity is:
, -RL Ir50)

4Zo sin2  4(50) sn (.024) = 34.8

which is a reasonable value for the input section of a narrowband filter. The

generator model is shown in figure C - 3, and the cavity is shown in Figure C - 4

where all wavelengths are referred to the input frequency
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Appendix D

Computation of the Radiated Power by a Contactless Cable CoLpler

The cable coupler discussed here is shown in the next Figure, D-1. The semirigid

cable is cut in two and the center pin is left some small length out of the cable.

U METASLEEVE

' .Figure D-I - Detail of Insulated Coupler

' -A small coupler is used to connect- the center pinseither by soldeting or by pressure.
*. Since the parts are accessible there it is possible to perform high quality

*workmanship. The outside bleece can be soldered too ut the quality of the soldering
_ . cannot be controlled and there is a good possibility that the solder flux will

flow inside teopening and be'come a souroe for nonlinear generation. In the

present solution shown in the figure, th .cable is wrapped with a thin insul.ating~layer and the tubular sleeve is mounted over the insulation layer. The cable

jackets, the insulator and the metal sleeve form a new coaxial line, propagating
{ in TEM mode (i.e. propagates at all frequencies) with very low characteristic

* impedance ZOL which is estimated to be of the order of 1 ohm. The distance, , in
- the figure has been selected to be A/ then the open ended line will reflect zero
~impedance at the edge of the cable jacket, thus it will previde a low loss path
i "[for the current. However, the open end of the newly formed line can radiate energy to
0 te free space. To be able to compute this leakage the coupler arrangement isI! Ji presented in the followinig equivalent schematic. See Figure D-2.
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Figure D-2

The semirigid cpble is presented as a generator with impedance Zg=5Oohms, the

open ended cable has a length of 1/4, characteristic impedance Of ZOL , has no

losses and is terminated in the impedance of free space ZFS = 377 ohms. At the

plane 1 che input impedance can be computed using the relation:

"ZL cos + osin t
Zi = Zo Zo cos + iZo

Zo Cos + jZ L sint

where:

Zo = ZoL

ZL = ZFS

2

cos 1= 0

sin . Z02 ZoL
2  1

ZL ZFS 377

At the input the reflection coefficient is:

Z& - Zi = 50 - (1/377) = 99989390483 Zg + Zi 50 + (1/377)

to which corresponds the return loss:

RL = 20 loglO = -0.00092 dB

aut the return loss relates the ratio of reflected and incident power according

to the expression:

RL = 10 loglo PI

, and from here:

PR = 0.99788

It is saown that the incident power is a nominal 2000 4, therefore the reflected

power is:

PR = 0.99788 PI = 0.99788 x 2000 = 1995.76 W

S' and finally the power fort-larded through the new cable is:

PF= PI - PR 2C00 - 1995.74 4.24 Watts.
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This power propogates without loss until it reaches plane 2 where a second

reflection is produced. To compute this reflection, the cable output impedance

must be computed using the same formula:

ZL cos + jZo sinAou t  go Zo Cos t  + JZ L sin

-- where :

ZL  =Zg

=2

then:
ZoL2  I = 0.02Zout 506

Now the reflection coefficient is:

ZFS - Zout 377 - 0.02 376.98I. ..F ZFS + Zout =377 + 0.02 377.02

Return loss:

RL = 20 loglof R -0.0009215

RL = 10 logl0

from which is found:
PR_

-I 0.99978

and since PI = 4.24 Watts, the reflected power is:

PR = 0.99978 x 4.24 = 4.2386 Watts

I and the forwarded (radiated) power is:

PF = PI - PR = 4.24 - 4.2386 = 0.00089954.

The radiated power compared with the original incident power defines the

isolation:
P. 0.00089

1 =10 logl0  10 logl0 -64dB~2000
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Appendix E

I Test Procedure for Phase II

of the

bMETRRA Producibility Engineering Investigation
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Te s..t Procedure

Purpose:

From the following tests some better insight into the problem of creating low%

intermodulation producing (linear) junctions in coaxial cable should be gained. The
information derived from these tests will be the only available data that has been
taken in a systematic manner on coaxial cables and therefor- should be an extremely
valuable aid for further investigation into the problems or harmonic production being
ro texperienced with this piece of equipment.

t 70
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1. Me-)sure radiated' pickup level. Do this by term-.ating the transmitter in a
hi.gh nower load as shown in figure 1. Also terminate the receiver. Turn t'-e
system on and measure the third harmonic level present,if any.

'I 2. Close the test bed system as shown in figure 2 and measure the third harmonic
level at the receiver.

3. Insert the supplied filter into the system at the point shown in figure 3.
Use soldered center pins and outer sleeves on the transmitter side. The receiver
side will use the mechanical couplers. There are three different lengths of
couplers, the largest two of which are to be used with .002 inch mylar tape as
a dielectric between the outer conductor of the coax and the coupling sleeve.
The longest and shortest outer sleeves are to be clamped tightly to the cable,
making an electrical contact at the clamp, while the middle size sleeve should
be centered over the splice and held in place with some tape. These couplersIA are illustrated in figures 5 through 8.

Starting with thn shortest outer sleeve connect the receiver end of the filter
to the system. Measure and record the third harmonic level.

Remove the mechanical coupler, prepare the cable with mylar type and reconnect

V the receiver end using the non-contacting, intermediate length coupler. Measure
and record the third harmonic level.

Repeat the above sequence using the longest mechanical coupler. Measure and record
the third harmonic level.

If one type of the mechanical couplers showed an outstanding performance compared
to the others, continue to use that type throughout the rest of the precedure.
If none of the signal levels were satisfactory, try using a soldered outer sleeve
on the receiver end.

In the event that the third harmonic cannot be reduced to a satisfactory level
after following the above steps, it is probable that the receiver bandpass filter

N is causing some of the problem. To check this and reduce the effect, increasc
the length of cable that is being used for attenuation. If the length is
increased from that which gives six decibels of attenuation to the length necessary
for 10dB (about 86 ft. of .141 dia semi rigid cable), the third harmonic level
should drop by 2.5 dB for each dB of decrease in power arriving at the
bandpass filter, or in this case, by 10dB.

4. Insert the straight piece of coax ("dummy" test fixture) as shown in figure 4,
using the mechanical couplers and soldered center pins. Measure and record the
third harmonic level. If the third harmonic level using mechanical couplers
represents an unacceptable value, substitute soldered sleeves and remeasure
the third harmonic level and use soldered sleeves in all subsequent tests.
Otherwise proceed to step 5.

5. Insert the test fixtures with the type N, TNC , and SMA connectors, one

pair at a time, in place of the dummy fixture, using soldered center pins and the
best outer connector system as determined in pre-rious steps. Measure and record
the third harmonic levels for each commercial connector when they are tightened
to the following torques: 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 in-oz.
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6. Measure and record the third harmonic level for each of the following test
fixtures.
a) Press fit center pin and soldered sleeve, unplated
b) Press fit center pin and soldered sleeve, gold plated
c) Soldered center pin and sleeve

7. Take two sections of coax and join them with a soldered center pin and sleeve.
Insert in the test bed and measure the third harmonic level.

Now stress the connection by flexing it 10 times with a deflection of about U.2
inches at the connection, while holding the two ends stationary. Measure and

Jrecord the third harmonic level.

If the third harmonic increased by more than 3dB in the last step, reheaL the
outer sleeve soldered connections. Measure and record third harmonic level.

8. Take the gold plated press fit center pin from step 6 and stress it as in
step 7. Solder an outer sleeve in place and measure the third harmonic level.
Remove the outer sleeve, flow coat the center conductor, being careful not to
get the coating on the outer conductor. Replace the outer sleeve and measure the
third harmonic level, recording the results on the data sheet.

9. Remove all test fixtures from the system, and remeasure the third harmonic in
-, the setup of figure 3. Remove the cleanup filter and flow coat the center rod

as directed in seperate instructions. Replace the filter and measure the third
harmonic level.
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Test Result Summary

1. Radiated pickup third harmonic level dBin

2. Beginning system third harmonic level dBm

3. Third harmonic level with Philco supplied filter and
short mechanical coupler dBm
intermediate mechanical coupler dBm
long mechanical coupler dBm
soldered mechanical coupler (if necessary) dBm

4. Third harmonic level with dummy fixture dBm

5. Third harmonic level with SMA Connector
I oz-in dBm
2 oz-in dBm
5 oz-in dBm
10 oz-in dBm
15 oz-in dBm
20 oz-in dBm

Type N Connector
1 oz-in dBm
2 oz-in dBm
5 oz-in dBm

10 oz-in dBm
15 oz-in dBm
20 oz-in dBm

Type TNC Connector
1 1 oz-in dBm
2 oz-in dBm
5 oz-in dBm

10 oz-in dBm
15 oz-in dBm
20 oz-in dBm

6. Third harmonic level with:
Unplated press fit center pin and sleeve dBm
Gold plated press fit center pin and sleeve dBm
Soldered center pin and sleeve dBm

7. Third harmonic level with pre-stressed soldered center pin
and sleeve dBm

After resoldering outer sleeve (if necessary) dBm

8. Third harmonic level with prestressed gold plates press
fit center pin and sleeve dBm

Third harmonic level after flow coating center
connection dBm 4

9. Third harmonic level before flow coating filter _ _ dBm
Third harmonic level after flow coating filter dBm
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Filter
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Figurer, 5
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r- Wrap with .002 Mylat Tape

(termediate &Long Couplers Only)Fi.

.11 .25

3. .55 1

1 ; Preparation of Cable for Mechanical

Figure E6

a Mylar Tape

Contactless (Intermediate Length) Mechainicalj Coupler

Figure.7
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